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We derive a hydrodynamic theory of the long-wavelength excitations of helium films adsorbed in

cylindrical pores and on planar substrates. In the case of cylindrical geometry, the spectrum exhibits an
instability for a particular value of the ratio of the film surface radius to the pore radius. This
instability condition is shown to coincide with a thermodynamic instability condition determined by the
relative magnitude of the surface energy and the energy of interaction with the substrate. Calculated
adsorption isotherms show a corresponding hysteresis in good agreement with measured values. We
suggest the possibility that the soft modes present for films thinner than the unstable limit mediate an
attractive interaction between quasiparticles of a He' film adsorbed on the He', leading to a new kind
of He' superfluid. Similar calculations are presented for the spectrum of He' on a planar substrate. In
this case, as well as in the cylindrical case, surface excitations (ripplons) dominate the thermodynamic
properties at low temperature (T & 0.1 K). In this regime the properties are a simple function of the
dimensionality of the surface. At higher T, short-wavelength modes contribute, and the results depend
in a complicated fashion on the finite dimensions of the system. We discuss the available data, where
possible, and suggest further experiments.

I. INTRODUCTION

The properties of liquid films have attracted con-
siderable attention as an application of concepts in
statistical mechanics, hydrodynamics, and the
physics of adsorption. Helium films have been a
particular focus for much of this research be-
cause superfluid behavior is modified in a restricted
geometry. Although Bose- Einstein condensation
is not possible in a film' of infinite lateral extent,
many experiments have found evidence for super-
fluidity in films as thin as three atomic layers. ~

The nature of this interesting state is an unsolved
problem.

In this paper we calculate the excitation spectrum
of films using the equations of ideal compressible
fluid hydrodynamics. Two kinds of oscillatory
modes are found. In one of these, the fluid motion
is localized near the liquid-vapor interface. The
other is a sound wave, or phonon, involving motion
throughout the liquid. For very thin films, this
distinction becomes arbitrary, for wavelengths of
the "surface" mode may exceed the film thickness.
In both cases the motion is affected by boundary
conditions at vapor and substrate interfaces with
the liquid. Thus the normal modes of the system
are sensitive to the particular geometry being
considered. We treat here cylindrical and planar
geometries, of which the former represents an
idealization of the topology of various porous ma-
terials.

Atkins was the first to investigate the properties
of surface waves in thin films. These oscillatory
modes, called third (fourth) sound in the presence

(absence) of a free surface have proved valuable in
determining the film superfluid density and inter-
action with the substrate. ' Further, more de-
tailed investigation is particularly useful because
the thermodynamic properties of helium films are
related to the calculated excitations of the system.
As the film thickness is decreased, the relative
contribution of the surface modes increases, even-
tually dominating that of the bulk modes. For suf-
ficiently low temperature and small film thickness,
the film's properties are determined essentially
by the dimensionality of the surface. The criteria
governing this simple regime are, and this must
be strongly emphasized, quite stringent.

Section II presents the theoretical formalism
employed to calculate the excitation spectra and
thermodynamic properties of the films. Section
III discusses its application to a film adsorbed in
a cylindrical pore. 9 Especially dramatic behavior
is found in this geometry, for which the surf ae e
modes exhibit an instability. Related to adsorption
isotherm measurements, this instability and its
associated metastability help to resolve a contro-
versy concerning the general problem of films
(superfluid or normal) in porous media. Further,
the presence of the instability makes credible the
existence of a new kind of superfluidity, in the He'
layer above a He film, for which the attractive in-
teraction between fermions is mediated by exeita-
tions of the He . Comparisons are made, where
possible, to extant experimental results (all in
porous Vycor). More reliable comparisons could
be made were data available for porous media,
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such as Nuclepore filters, where the pore geometry
is better known and more easily controlled. Sec-
tion IV reports calculations for planar geometry.
Section V summarizes our results.

ap(rt)
Bt

+ po V ~ v, (rt) = 0,

&v,(rt) 1
Bt m4

(2. 1)

II. DYNAMIC AND THERMODYNAMIC EQUATIONS

We begin this section with a discussion of the
simplifying assumptions which we will make in or-
der to treat the physics of superfluid He in re-
stricted geometries. The basic approximation used
is that the problem may be treated in terms of a
model where the mass density p varies rapidly over
the first few layers of He near the walls, and is
uniform with a value approximately equal to the
density po of bulk He at zero temperature T and
zero pressure P elsewhere in the fluid. The first
few layers are assumed to be bound so strongly to
the walls that they do not participate in superfluid
motion, and the remainder of the Quid is assumed
to be entirely superfluid at T = 0. That the first few
layers are bound to the substrate and that the super-
fluid mass increases linearly with coverage as
additional layers are added has been confirmed by
experiments on superfluid flow in porous Vycor
and measurements in thin planar films of the third-
sound velocity' and the normal-fluid density. ' The
last of these strongly suggests that the bulk nor-
mal-fluid density away from the first few layers
is probably negligible at T =0; we shall take it to
be zero. We will simply assume that there is no
appreciable normal fluid at a free surface at zero
temperature. " If there were, this would probably
appear in experiments designed to measure sur-
face second sound, and it does not appear to do
so. We neglect the small compression of the
fluid due to pressure differences existing across
free surfaces.

Next, within the context of the model just dis-
cussed, we make the premise that the theory of
quantum hydrodynamics' provides us with an ac-
curate description of the long-wavelength elemen-
tary excitations of superfluid He in restricted
geometries. More specifically, we assume that
the normal modes found from the linearized equa-
tions of motion for an ideal zero-temperature fluid
in the presence of an external potential (the sub-
strate potential) become, when quantized, the low-
lying elementary excitations of the He . We shall,
for the most part, restrict ourselves to tempera-
tures sufficiently low that more energetic excita-
tions, such as rotons, may be ignored. An ex-
ception is made in Sec. IV for the case of planar
geome try.

To describe the motion of the bulk we need only
the equations for number conservation and super-
fluid motion. In linear form these are, respec-
tively, "

where v, is the superfluid velocity, m4 is the He
atomic mass, and p, is the chemical potential. It
is convenient to rewrite (2. 2) in terms of the
velocity potential y(rf) defined by v, (rt) = Vp(rt).
Thus,

Bp(rt) 1
+ —5p (rt) = 0,Bt (2. 3)

in which 5p, is the deviation of p, from its equilib-
rium value.

The chemical potential is given by'

p, (rt) = p, (p(rt))+ U(r), (2. 4)

where s is the sound velocity in bulk He at density
po,

Now, for our purposes the content of Eqs. (2. 1)
and (2. 3) is contained in the wave equa. tion which
may be combined to give. Using (2. 5) we obtain

8'y (rt)
Bt

(2. 6)

The boundary conditions to be used with (2. 6) are
that the normal component of the velocity at any
wa, ll (with unit normal n ) be zero,

v, (r t) ~ n„= Vp(r„ t) n„= 0, (2. 7)

and that at a free surface'

Bf(r, t)
S S S ef

5P(r, t)= oK(r, t) .

(2. 8)

(2. 9)

In these equations n, is a unit outward normal from
the surface, f(r, t) is the outward displacement of
the surface from its equilibrium position, K(r, t)
is the sum of the two inverse radii of curvature at
a point r, on the surface, o is the surface ten-
sion, ' and 5P(rst) is the pressure discontinuity
across the interface. We use subscripts s and ze

to indicate that quantities are evaluated at a free
surface or a wall, respectively. In the situations
to be considered in la. ter sections K(r, t) will have
the form

K(r, t)=K0+K t;(r, t),
where Ko is the equilibrium curvature and R,"is,
in general, a linear differential operator acting on

where U(r) is the substrate van der Waals potential
and po(p(rt)) is the bulk He chemical potential at
density po. Neglecting the effect of U(r) in com-
pressing the liquid, it then follows that

(2. 5)
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Here,

= —[g(r,)+ (&r/po)KP] Vy(r, ) n, .
(2. 12)

g(r, )—= + (1/m4) VU(r, ) n, . (2. 13)

The normal-mode problem is stated in its most
concise form by Eqs. (2. 6) and (2. 12). Labeling
a general mode by subscript l and assuming y, (rt)
= y, (r) e '"~', these equations become

v'q, (r)+ ((ur /&') 4, (r) = 0 (2. 14)

[Z(r.)+ (o/po)&&"] &Vi(r.) n. = ~~ r'Vi(r. ) ~ (2 ~ »)
This set of classical field equations may be quan-
tized in the usual way, " leading to a Hamiltonian

H=+ h(u, a, a, ,
l

(2. 16)

where a, and a, are creation and annihilation opera-
tors for quanta in the lth mode, and the zero-point
energy has been o;..itted. It is expected that the
long-wavelength excitations found in this way will
be well defined. For example, it has been shown'
that ripplons on a planar surface of bulk He are
not significantly damped for wave numbers less
than a few inverse atomic spacings.

Given (2. 16), the thermodynamics of a, given
system is straightforward. For example, the
energy, referred to the ground-state energy, is
simply

8 =P hto, f(PS&@,),
where P = I/ks T, and f(x) = (e" —1)"' is the Bose
distribution function. The normal-fluid density is
defined in terms of the momentum P associated
with the normal-fluid velocity v„. In the frame
where v, =0,

(2. 17)

p= p, f(p(a~, —p, v„))

= —~ppt p) vnf (PR&l) ~

l
(2. 18)

Here P, is the momentum associated with the /th

0(r, t).
The boundary conditions at a free surface can be

combined into a single equation if we note that
[see (2. 4)J

6P(r, t)=P, + (p, /m, ) 5p, (p(r, t))

=Po+ (po/m4) [5p(r, t) —VU(r, t) n, 0(r, t)] .
(2. 11)

Here, Po =oKO is the equilibrium pressure dis-
continuity across the free surface. Combining
(2. 3) and (2. 8)—(2. 11) we arrive at a single equa-
tion expressing the free surface boundary condi-
tion:

mode. Examples will be worked out in later sec-
tions.

To calculate both the excitation spectrum and the
thermodynamic properties of the adsorbate, we
must know the interaction between particles of the
film and the substrate. If the forces are of the van
der Waals type, as we assume here, they are re-
lated to the interaction between fluctuations of the
electric polarization of the film and those of the
substrate. Dzyaloshinski et a/. ' have derived an
expression for this interaction in terms of the fre-
quency-dependent dielectric functions of the two
media. In the case of a planar substrate and a
weakly polarizable adsorbate, for example He,
these authors obtain a relation between the chemi-
cal potential of the film g(D) and that of the bulk
liquid p,o,

p, (D) —go= U(D), (2. 19)

where U(D) is the interaction between a single ad-
sorbate particle and the substrate, separated by
a distance B. For D «X„a characteristic wave-
length in the particle's adsorption spectrum, the
i;nteraction takes the form

U(D) = —n/D (2. 20)

Measured properties of helium in porous Vycor
glass have usually been interpreted in terms of a

while in the retardation regime (D» X,), U varies
as D . This behavior has been seen in a number
of He adsorption experiments. Sabisky and An-
derson ' ' have verified the prediction of the coef-
ficient n for D ~ 10 A films on a variety of sub-
strates. It should be noted that Eq. (2. 19) im-
plicitly assume s t»t the substrate provides a weak
slowly varying perturbation on a film that is other-
wise identical to the bulk liquid. For sufficiently
thin films, this is obviously an oversimplification.
Our approach for general substrate geometries will
be to use (2. 4) with U(r) determined by a,ssuming
that it is given by a sum of pair interactions of the
form —c/x with the substrate atoms, taken to
have number density ~, . Explicitly,

U(r) = —n, c d r
~
r —r'~ ' . (2. 21)

Close to the substrate this reduces to the planar
result (2. 20), with a. =Pwn, c. For o.'we take the
calculated planar values. %bile not equivalent,
except for strictly planar geometry, to the more
exact procedure of Dzyaloshinski et al. ,

'9 this ap-
proach provides a simple semiquantitiative de-
scription of the film- substrate interaction. We
next embark upon a detailed analysis of the case
where the helium is confined in a cylindrical pore,
the situation approximately obtaining in porous
Vycor glass.

III. CYLINDRICAL GEOMETRY
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model where the solid glass is permeated by long,
straight, cylindrical holes all having approximate-
ly the same radius. The pores occupy approxi-
ma. tely 30% of the total volume, and their mean
radius is of order 30 A. ~ These results mere ob-
tained by analyzing sorption isotherm data with
BET (Brunauer, Emmet, and Teller ') theory.
The theory to be described below, which we feel
to be based on rather more sound physical ideas,
leads to essentially the same numbers. Further,
we provide a new explanation, based on a surface-
mode instability, of the phenomenon of hysteresis
commonly observed in sorption experiments in
porous materials. 4 By making a simple assump-
tion about the nature of the pore radius distribu-
tion we obtain sorption isotherms in rather good
agreement with the data of Brewer and Champeney, '
including the hysteresis loop. The BET theory
does not account for hysteresis. We believe that
the agreement could be considerably improved
given more detailed knowledge of the pore-size dis-
tribution, and we suggest how some specific ex-
periments could be used to obtain such knowledge.

Our analysis begins with discussions of the
modes and resultant thermodynamics for two cases,
first that of filled pores, and secondly for partial-
ly filled pores. An important result of this dis-
cussion is the clarification of the nature of size
effects on the thermodynamics of helium in Vycor.
At very low temperatures, degrees of freedom
associated with directions transverse to the cylinder
axis become frozen out so that the system becomes
effectively one dimensional. This occurs at dif-
ferent temperatures depending on whether or not
the pores are filled, but in neither case is the one-
dimensional limit valid for 7 &0. 1 K. For 0. 1 & T
& 1.0 K, one cannot expect comparisons of data with
the one-dimensional limit, or with the three-dimen-
sional bulk He4 results to be particularly useful.
Above 1 K, but below the transition ternperature26
for the system, the three-dimensional limit should
obtain, assuming the rotons are not altered by the
restricted geometry. The last subsection is devoted
to a detailed discussion of sorption of helium in po-
rous Vycor. Throughout, we make comparisons
with the available experimental data.

A. Filled pores

In this ca,se we require only Eqs. (2. 8) and

(2. 14) of the previous section. Assuming a solution
of the form

(3. 1)

in terms of the variables x, 8, and z appropriate to
cylindrical symmetry, (2. 14) becomes

The boundary condition (2. 8) is simply

km

7=a
(3.3)

where R is the effective pore radius (allowing for
the layers bound to the Vycor surface). The al-
lowed solutions to (3. 2) and (3. 3) are Bessel func-
tions f»„(x)= J„(qr') (Ref. 27) where

z 2/ z h» (3.4)

and q is determined by the condition J„(qR)= 0.
Defining the /th zero of 8„'(x) as x„, , the eigen-
values are then

(u„„,= s (h + x„,/R ) . (3.5)

O0 00

+ g 2 @~» r f( h&» ~) I

m= ~ l=g )
(3.6)

The detailed evaluation of (3.6) is worthwhile and
tractable only in the case of low temperatures,
where hs T «hsR (i. e. , T & 0. 1 K for R = 30 A).
Define

E„,=L '
—h(u»„, f(P@co»~, ) .

Ja oo

Then, as x0, =0,
""dk @8k mr.

2m e~'" —1 6hsP

(3.7)

(3.8)

Since x, 40 for the remaining terms in (3.6), all
other E, have the form

dk S(dpm~
ml 2 jN40I mg

~0

I. 1 "" z~ dz
m P'hs (z' —z' )'" e' 1

(3.9)

In the limit that z„,=—Phsx„, /R» 1, the integral
can be evaluated in terms of the derivative If,'(x)
of the modified Bessel function K, (x). We find:

E~, = —(L/m)(1/P hs) z~, Ki(z, ) . (3. 10)

Finally, using the large argument expansion of E,',

The allowed values of k are determined by periodic
boundary conditions along the axis of the cylinder.
Since J (x)= (-1) J (x), the +m modes are de-
generate. No mode exists for /=1, m ~2, be-

causee

then x„,= 0 and J'„(0)= 0 imply that f»„=0
everywhere.

Given u„, , we can calculate the thermodynamic
properties of He via (2. 17) and (2. 18). The energy
is given by

E=I. —Q hv»„, f(hP&u»„, )
(" dk

m=-]

df»~ 1 df»m M h2 m f 0
S

(3.2)
E,= (L/v)(1/P'hs) Wm (z, )'~'e '"', (3. 11)

for z,» 1.
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Now, if R=30A, 2-, =0. 6x„,/T. Further, the
first few x, 's are xll = 1 84 x22 = 3 05 xpp: 3 83,
and x,2=4. 20. Therefore, it is clear from (3.8)
and (3.11) that for T-1Kall of the terms in (3. 6)

. will give significant contributions. Further, since
the effective level spacing divided by k~T is of the
order of the difference between successive z, ' s,
i. e. , of order unity for T-1 K, the sum over m
and l in (3. 6) cannot be replaced by an integral.
It follows that the energy, even at 1 K, may not be
approximated by that for phonons in an infinite
system —the system does not behave as if it were
three dimensional.

Let us assume that T is sufficiently low that we
need only retain the leading term of the type (3. 11).
Then,

E= (mL/6@sP2) [1+ (6/m3/221/2)(~ )3/2e-z11]

(3. 12)
The ratio of the specific heat c to that of three-
dimensional He, c„„», is (neglecting the roton con-
tribution to c„„,„)

c 5 hsP 6
n 2 R

1+ In x3/2 s11 (2+211)e
bulk (27j)

(3. 13)
This result has several interesting features. First,
even for T = 0. 3 K, the second term in brackets is
-0.25. The one-dimensional limit is reached for
T-0. 1 K where the second term is of order 10 ~.

Second, for T~0. 1K, c/c„„,„=80/(RT)', if R is
0

expressed in A, indicating considerable enhance-
ment for small R and T.

We remark in passing that if the roton part of
c„„»is included, c/c„„» becomes of order one for
T-0.7 K. Therefore, for temperatures much
higher than this, the system will be bulk-like if the
rotons are not affected by the geometrical re-
strictions. This has been observed by Brewer. '

Recent data of Tait and Reppy give full pore
heat capacities down to temperatures slightly less
than 0. 1 K. However, at these temperatures they
obtain a T contribution from the solid helium near
the Vycor walls which is several times larger than
our result. A definitive comparison between our
result (c-T) and experiment could only be made at
even lower temperatures.

The momentum associated with normal-fluid flow
along the axis of the cylinder can be found from
(2. 18). For temperatures sufficiently low that we

need only account for the rn = 0, I = 1 modes,
Oo kT

-p 7t 3@s
(3. 14)

Consequently, the normal mass per unit length p„,
defined by P =I v„v„, is

v„= m(ks T)2/3hs'. (3. 15)

The quantity of more direct experimental interest

is the normal mass per unit volume

p„=- v„/mR = (ks T)2/3hs'R' . (3. 16)

Recent measurements~9 down to temperatures
slightly below 0. 1 K, in Vycor, confirm the tem-
perature dependence exhibited in (3. 16), but for
R=30 A, our coefficient of T is several orders
of magnitude too small. We take this to be an
indication that the single cylindrical pore approxi-
mation fo r Vyc or is not a good one. The dis-
crepancy can perhaps be accounted for by replac-
ing s in (3. 16) by a geometrically averaged velocity
as discussed in Ref. 30. For completeness, we
quote the fourth-sound velocity c4, which can easi-
ly be worked out from (3.8) and (3.16). One finds

(3. 17)

1. Nodes

For the case at hand, Eq. (2. 15) takes the form

o 2
B2 82 By(x, B, z)

=(u2y(a, 8, 2) . (3. 18)

Assuming a solution like (3. 1), (2. 14) aga, in turns
into (3.2), while (3. 18) becomes

—g(a)+ —
2 (1 —a'k —m2) 2™ =(u'f„(a) ~(

2 2 2 B 2-(~)
Ppa' ey

(3. 19)
There are several subcases to consider here ac-
cording to the sign of k —&u /s .

(a) Ripplons, l2=-k2 —v2/s &0. Solutions to (3.2)
have the form

fz„(x) =l„(lr) A„(lR)K„(lx—), (3.20)

where I and K are modified Bessel functions.
The boundary condition (2. 7) leads immediately to

A„(lR)=I„(/R)/K„(lR), (3. 21)

while the combination of (3.19) and (3.20) yields

—g&+ ~ 1-m
Pp0

I„'(la) —A„(lR)K„'(la)
l„(la) -A„(lR)K (la)

(3.22)

This equation, together with the above definition of

where p, =-p2 —p„, Sisthe entropy, and W=(p3/
s) B s/Bp2=5. 5.

B. Partially filled pores

Here we examine the situation where the helium
fills the space a ~x~R, there being a free surface
at x=&. We begin with a discussion of the possible
modes.
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E, determines the allowed values of co for given k
and m. In general, the solutions have to be found
by numerical means. However, for low tempera-
tures and small R, considerable simplification
occurs in that one may use the small-argument
limits for the Bessel functions in (3.22). Thus,
we assume lR «1, which, from the definition of 3,
is equivalent to kR «1, i.e. , k «(30 A) in Vycor.
We look at special cases:

(i) m = 0, lR «1. Here (3.22) reduces to

aP = [g(a) —(g/poa2)(1 —kaa2)] —,'l~a [(R/a)~ —1] .
(3.23)

Since l & 0, R &a, andg(a) &0 (as will be shown
below), the frequency will become imaginary and
the mode unstable for k-0, unless

l~= (ka —ka) [1 —mb a'/po]&0,

where

(3.29a)

k2 =mb„[g(a)+ (o/poa~)(m —1)](1—mb„a/po) ',
(3.29b)

b —= (I/as )[(R/a)2 —1]/ [(R/a)2™+1] .
(b) Phonons, q

=—&u /s —k &0. Solutions to (3.2)
possess the form

&u' =~ g(a)+; (m~+ k'a' —1)poa' a (R/a)'"+ 1

(3. 28)
Because of the requirement l~& 0, these modes do
not exist unless

g(a) & o/poa (3.24) f„„=J'„(qx) B(q—x) Y„(qx), (3. 30)

Because this is a long-wavelength instability, "
one might expect that (3.24) can also be derived
from thermodynamic arguments. That this is the
case will be demonstrated further on. Using the
definition l~=k —&u~/s', we may solve (3. 23) for
the eigenfrequencies, obtaining

where B (qx) as determined by (2. 7) is

B (qR)= J'(qR)/Y„(qR) .
The eigenvalue relation becomes

oP =q [—g(a)+ (o/poa~)(1 —m —k2a )]

(3. 31)

&u = c k[(1y k /k ) '+ c /s ] '

co = —,'[% (a) —o/po a] [(R/a) —1],
ko= pog(a)/a —a '.

One hasq lI1 add1. tlonq

l = k2/ [1+ (co /s ) (1+k~/k(~))] .

(3.25a)

(3.25b)

(3.25c)

(3. 26)

Note that the modes described by (3.25) and
(3. 26) continue to exist in the limit oi an incom-
pressible fluid (i. e. , s -~). This is one way of
seeing that the modes are properly identified as
surface modes, or ripplons. A perhaps more
general approach is to demonstrate that the usual
ripplon dispersion relation emerges from (3.22).
in the appropriate limit. Consider the case of a
thick film whose inner surface has a curvature
large compared to the wavelengths of the modes.
Then/R-~, and m-ka» 1. In this limit the prop-
erties of modified Bessel functions yield A (lR)

and

q = —k /(1+y„),
where

(3. 33)

y, = (a/2s')[g (a) —(a/poa')(1 —k'a')] . (3. 34)

The ripplon stability condition (3.24) requires that
y„& 0, Consequently, (3. 33) violates the require-
ment q~ & 0; the m = 0 phonons do not exist in the
limit ka«1 (in essence, their place has been taken
by the m =0 ripplons).

(ii) m 1, qR «1. A similar development gives
an expression for &u2 identical to (3. 28), subject
to the requirement

J'(qa) —B (qR) Y' (qa)
~.(qa) B.(qR) Y.-(qa)

As was the case for ripplons, several cases are
possible:

(i) m = 0, qR « l. After a bit of algebra in which
(3. 31), q = v~/s~ —k, and the small-argument
limits of the Bessel functions are employed, one
arrives at

K„'(la)/K„(la) = —(1.+m~/l~a')'~~ . q' = (k' —k') (1 —mb„o/p, a') & 0 . (3. 35)

Consequently, (3. 22) becomes

w~ = (o /po) (k2+ m /aa) (l + m /a 2)'~ ~, (3.27)

Since k and b approach zero in the limit sa- —~,
these modes disappear in the approximation that
the fluid is incompressible.

Defining p = k2+m2/a' and /8=1~+m2/aa, (3.27)
and the definition l = k —&u /sa may be written,
respectively, as uP = (o/po)p~& and &'= p2 —&u2/s~.

These later relations constitute the well-known
dispersion relation' for ripplons in an infinite
compressible fluid with a planar free surface.

(ii) m~1, lR«1. Here (3.22) reduces to

2. Thermodynamics

For low temperatures only the low-frequency
modes contribute to the thermodynamics. In par-
ticular, since all the modes discussed above, with
the exception of the m = 0 ripplons, possess a gap
as k-0 (i.e. , ur approaches a non-zero constant
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as k 0), the ripplons dominate the thermal prop-
erties. It will be seen later that, for interesting
values of a, g(a) is of the same order of magnitude
as g/poa [this argument breaks down too near the
instability defined in (3.24)]. Hence, from (3.25b),
c,'/s'-o/p, = 0. 46/a if a is expressed in A. Fur-
ther, ko- I/a. Consequently, at sufficiently low
temperatures, co = c0k for the ripplons suffices to
calculate the energy. By analogy to (3.8), the
m=0 ripplon contribution, E0, to the energy is

E3 ——mL/6hc3 p

From (3. 38), we see that the next most important
contribution will come from the m = 1 phonons and
ripplons combined. We write the frequency as

240

o
Q3

~~ I20—

o 80—0

40—

0
Q5 04 08 0.6 0.7 08

(d = Ngi Cgk2 2 2 2

. [a()/ ][(E/ )'-1]
(R/a)3+ 1

(3. 37)

FIG. 1. Velocity cp of pal = 0 ripplons vs the, coverage
var jable x = 1 —g /8 for B= AD.

c, = [o /Pog (a)]e, .

E, = (I/m)(1/P hc, ) ~3m(hP&u, )3~3e 3""' . (3. 38)

From the sum E0+E, , the ratio of the specific heat
to that of the bulk is computed to be

c/c3„» = (5/2v )(s/co)(hsP/R)3

x [1~ 6(p h&u, /231 )'13(—,'+ p h&o, ) e ""'].
(3. 39)

Since s/co-2 —10, we predict a considerable
enhancement here over the full pore result given
in (3.13). It is important to note that

h~, /ks - [h'g (a)/ks a]' '- 0. 1 K

(for films which are not too thin). Consequently,
(3. 39) is applicable only for temperatures rather
smaller than 0. 1 K.

If the instability of (3.24) is too closely ap-
proached, (3.36) is no longer applicable. As is
seen from (3.25), ur must be replaced by

(o= [(a/2p, o)[(R/a)' —].]]'~'k'-=nk' . (3.40)

This gives an energy'2

E = 2L
"dk hnk L (kBT) I (3) ~(3)

~0
(3. 41)

so that the leading term in (3. 39) is replaced by

c /cb. ~ =(45/8w ) (h's P'/uR )" I'(—,') K(-', ) .
(3. 42)

The low-temperature specific heat near the in-
stability is thus enhanced over that in (3.39) by a
factor T . There is, however, no infinity in

c/c3„» as c0-0, as careless use of (3. 39) might

suggest.
At sufficiently low temperatures, the specific

The I = 1 contribution to the energy is arrived at in
the same fashion as was (3. 5). Thus,

heat should show interesting behavior as a function
of coverage. For low coverages, (3.39) should
obtain. As coverage is inc reased toward critic al,
c should rise in accordance with (3.42), and as the
instability is passed and the pores fill up, c should
drop to the relatively low value given in (3. 13).
The data of Tait and Reppy28 at T = 0. 1 K have
roughly this character, in that c is smaller for full
pores than for partial coverage. However, as
previously remarked, their data near T = 0. 1 K
still indicate large effects from the solid He' near
the Vycor walls. Further, T =0. 1 K is really not
sufficiently small for (3.39) and (3. 42) to apply,
and the rise near critical coverage might well be
partly masked by the existence of a distribution of
pore sizes in real Vycor.

At low temperatures the velocity c3 given in
(3. 25b) is the third-sound velocity v3 for the sys-
tem. If we assume that the thickness of any solid
layer near the substrate walls is small compared
to the film thickness, we may easily compute c0
from the potential discussed below. For the case
R=R0=29. 4 A, the result is depicted in Fig. 1
as a function of coverage x = 1 —a /8 . One sees
that c0 decreases monotonically toward zero as the
instability is approached. In a nonideal system,
such as Vycor, where one expects a distribution of
average pore radii as well as a variation of radius
within a given pore, the observed v3 would reflect
average flow characteristics. ' In such a situation
we would expect v, to decrease as the pores are
filled, reaching a minimum when the average pore
reaches the instability. Beyond that, as segments
of pores are filled, the observed average velocity
should rise since the velocity in the (microscopic)
segments would be the faster fourth-sound velocity.
Finally, when the pores are all filled, the waves
will propagate at the (average) fourth-sound veloc-
ity. This qualitative behavior has been observed. 2
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Finally, we remark that at low T and away from
the instability, p„becomes

p„= (ks T)~/3kcoR (3.43)

Since for appreciable pore filling (see Fig. 1),
co«s, the normal density in partially filled pores
can be much larger than that for filled pores given
by (3. 16). This characteristic is borne out by
rec ent measurements. Quantitative agreement
is lacking, however, a fact which we again attri-
bute to deficiencies in our model when applied to
Vycor. There is a clear need for experiments in
more ideal substrates, such as Nuclepore filters,
if there is to be definitive comparison between
theory for a tractable model, such as the present
one, and experimental data.

U(a)= —(3vn/2R )E(2, 2; 1; y ), (3.47)

where y = a/R and E is a hypergeometric function.
Details of the calculation are given in Appendix A.
U(a) is a monotonically decreasing function of a
which reduces to the expected planar result

This is just the dynamical stability requirement
of Eq. (3.24), confirming the association mentioned
above between the long-wavelength mode stability
and the f&lm thermodynamic properties.

To understand in detail the meaning of the stabili-
ty requirement we must discuss the potential U(r).
We preface this discussion by remarking that in the
remainder of this section, B must be interpreted
as the substrate pore radius, and not the effective
film radius as above. From (2.21), one finds

C. The instability and its associated metastable region U(a) = —n/(R —a)', (3. 48)

Earlier in this section [Eq. (3.24)] we discovered
a long-wavelength dynamical instability associated
with the m =0 ripplons on the inner surface of
a cylindrical shell of helium. This is clearly
not specific to helium at low temperatures;
since it follows from the equations of hydrody-
namics, it will be true for any liquid, such as
nitrogen, in a similar geometry.

We now examine the thermodynamics of the in-
stability. Our derivation of (3.24) here will be
more general than the previous one in that we
don't restrict ourselves to T = 0. If P& and P&
are, respectively, the equilibrium liquid and vapor
pressures at the interface in the geometry of Fig.
(4a), then, from (2. 4),

.2 .6 .8
I

I.O

for (R/a) —1 «1, and, since E(a, 5; c; 0) = 1, has
the value —3mo. /2R' at a =0. The function (R3/
3&o') U(a)+ —,

' is plotted in Fig. 2. We use the nu-
merical value @=1.6&&10 '~ erg cm', from the re-
sults of Sabisky and Anderson, 3' for a planar film
of helium on SiO, (Vycor is composed of approxi-
mately 99% SiO,). It is clear from Fig. 2 that the
instability limit, defined by the equality in (3.24),
will be reached for a sufficiently thick film. We
show below that the instability occurs because for
a sufficiently' thick film it becomes energetically

P»=P, +o/a . (3. 44)

Assuming the vapor to be ideal, and neglecting the
small variation of U, =—m4/po with pressure, we may
integr ate the Gibb s-Duhem relation d p p

= v dP at
constant T to relate p, p, for both liquid and vapor,
to its value at the saturated vapor pressure Pp.
Combining the results with (2. 4), we easily obtain

p, » = &0(Po, T)+ P
' ln(P» /Po)+ U(a), (3.45a)

~r = &o( 0 )+~i(Pi Po)+ U(~) ~ (3 45b)

Equating these two results and using (3.44) along
with the simply demonstrated fact that Pp Pp
«cr/a, we find In(P» /Po) = —pe, o/a. Consequently,
(3. 45a) gives

~bJ
+

-IO-
US

CL

-l5—

p, = go(PO, T)+ U(a) —v, o/a, (3. 46)

for the chemical potential of the system. Next,
we note that increasing the number N of particles
in the system corresponds to decreasing the film
radius a, and that a thermodynamic stability re-
quirement for the system is &p/BN~O. " There-
fore, it follows from (3.46) and (2. 13) that one
must have o ~poa2g(a), if the film is to be stable.

-20

FIG. 2. Substrate potential U(a) as a function of rela-
tive inner radius y = a/R and the van der Waals coefficient
G ~
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ISO If the pore is connected to a particle reservoir,
rather than being closed (both approaches lead,
of course, to the same result for a„), minimiza-
tion of the grand free energy leads to (2. 9), ' which,
for present purposes, we write as

IQO
P, (r) =P, (r)+o K(r) . (3. 51)

O
CI

I.O

200
I50 &

CQc
60

40
ao '~

C:
20

IO

Using arguments similar to those connecting
(3. 44)-(3.46) allows one to put (3. 51) in the form3

ks T ln(P „/Po) = U(r) —v, gK(r) . (3. 52)

In order to use (3. 52) to calculate the stable sur-
face shape Z(x), we note that cylindrical symmetry
requires that the variables in (3. 52) be functions
only of ~r~ —= x. Further, as (3. 52) must hold
everywhere on the surface, in particular in the
asymptotic region where x= a„and K(x) = 1ja„,
(3. 52) becomes

.IC
0.2 OD 04 Q,5 0.6 CL7 OB Q9

a/R

RK(~) = (Ro/R')[f(y ) f(y))+ I-/y

where [see (3.47)].

(3. 53)

FIG. 3. Critical values of the inner radii a~ and a,
divided by pore radius R, expressed as universal functions
of the dimensionless variable R/Ro. As an example,
the scaling appropriate to liquid helium on an Si02 sub-
strate, Ro = 29.4 A, is shown on the right ordinate. The
film is stable if a&a~, metastable if a~&a&a~, unstable
if a&a,.

favorable to fill the pore in order to reduce the
surface energy (see Fig. 4).

The equation determining the limiting radius of
stability, a, =—y, R is easily found from (3.24),
(3.47), and Eq. (A6) of Appendix A. In terms of
the scaling parameter

f(y) = —(R /3mo'. ) U(x), (3. 54)

s(y) -=Z(~)/R . (3. 56)

We search for a solution s (y) to (3. 53) and (3.55)
which starts out with zero slope at y = 0 and which

and y„=a„/R.
The next step is to relate K(r) to the surface

shape function Z(r). This is done using the tech-
niques of differential geometry, which yield

RK(x) =$z "(y)+s'(y)[z'~(y)+ I]/y)[s' (y)+ 1] '~~

(3. 55)
where

Ro = (3wo', /ov, )'~', (3. 49)

and the associated Legendre function P3~2, this
equation is

(RIRO)'= y'.(1 —y'.) "'Psg& [(I+y'. )/(I —y'.)] .
(3. 50)

The universal curve generated by this equation is
displayed in Fig. 3. As a specific illustration,
one axis of this figure shows the scaling for He,
in Vycor, for which Ro= 29. 4 A.

There exists a regime of film thickness a, & a
&a, for which the symmetric configuration of
Fig. 4(a) is metastable relative to the partially
filled configuration sketched in Fig. 4(b), in that
the latter is of lower free energy but is not ac-
cessible without a macroscopic deformation of the
former. In a preliminary note on this work, we
determined a from an argument involving mini-
mization of the free energy, but we did not deter-
mine the detailed shape of the interface in Fig.
4(b). Here we take an alternate tack which allows
us to obtain both a and the interfacial shape.

a"

R n

aITI

FIG. 4. Liquid (hatched area) adsorbed in cylindrical
pores of radius R, viewed in longitudinal section. (a)
Film adsorbed uniformly and symmetrically on walls.
(b) Partially filled and partially empty pore geometry,
occurring when the number of atoms present exceeds the
critical number.
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FIG. 5. Detailed stable surface shape for Ro/R = 0.70
and ym=a~/R=0. 66. A quarter circle, corresponding to
a hemispherical end shape, is shown for comparison.

A plot of y„vs R/Ro is shown in Fig. 3.
D. Sorption

In this subsection we apply our previous results
to the calculation of sorption isotherms, i.e. ,
curves of fractional pore filling versus the re-
duced pressure p = P/P—o, where P is the pressure
external to the pore. We assume that on filling,
the metastable configuration is followed up to x = a„
whereas on emptying, the stable configuration oc-
curs. This explanation of hysteresis, which has
in fact been observed in numerous experiments
involving porous media and a variety of adsorbates
(see Ref. 34), is new. Note that the critical film
thickness (R —a,) is actually an upper limit for the
me tastable regime. The sophisticated treatment
required to derive a more accurate result is not
justified, however, since any real system has
constrictions which would nucleate the transition
between configurations (4a) and (4b). We discuss
below the results obtained for the case of a material
possessing a distribution of pore radii, which is
useful for understanding the behavior of a real
nonuniform system. First, however, we treat
the case of a material having a unique pore size.

1. Single pore radius

tends asymptotically to infinity at some y =y
Simply substituting the form z(y) =yy~+0(y') gives

Assuming that all the pores in Vycor are inde-
pendent and have the same radius R, the filling
fraction x, for the configuration in Fig. 4(a) is

x= (R'-6)/R'= I -y'. (3. 59)
&(y)= -'[(Ro/R')f(y )+ I/X ls'+O(X') (3 57)

U'sing (3. 57) to begin the numerical integration, we
have obtained solutions for z(y) and y„as functions
of R/Ro. For each value of R/Ro, there is only
one value of y„ for which z(y) behaves like (3. 57)
near y = 0, and tends asymptotically to infinity at
y = y„. The result for Ro/R = 0. 70 and y„= 0. 66
is shown in Fig. 5. For purposes of comparison,
the case of a hemispherical end surface, commonly
assumed in previous work on the subject, ' is also
shown.

We can show that the y 's found in this way are
identical to those obtained in our earlier note. '
If we multiply (3. 53) by y, integrate from zero to
y, use the relation

—4 z'(X)/ [z"(V)+ 10

=(y "(S)+ '(3) [ "(y)+I)1[ "(7)+Il "'
and note thats (0) =0 ands (y )=~, we immediately
arrive at our previous result

„&m
R /Ro=y f(3 )- —

'~ 3f(3)d3 (3 56)
Sm 0

Here, as above, x=Ry is the inner radius of the
film. As a, function of p, x is determined by (3. 52)
with K=a/x, and U is obtained from (3.47). In
terms of Ro, Rr—= Pov, , and f(y), (3. 52) takes the
form

p= exp(- (Rr/Ro){Ro/R') [f(X)+R'/Roy]'I ~

(3. 60)
The relation between P and x is obtained numerical-
ly from (3. 59) and (3.60). Some general features
of the curve x(p, R) are easily discerned. As
x-0 (i.e. , y-1), p-0 since the potential - —f(y)
approaches minus infinity near the pore walls. p
rises as x is increased (y decreased). When the
instability is approached, the argument of the ex-
ponential in (3. 60) goes through a maximum.
Hence, x(p, R) has an infinite derivative at the
pressure P, of the maximum. The pores will
simply fill up, i.e. , x will increase vertically to-
ward one, when p, is reached —since P, is larger
than the constant pressure corresponding to the
stable configuration of Fig. 4(b), as will be seen
momentarily. (This constant value of p = p, for a
variable number of particles is analogous to that
obtaining for liquid-vapor equilibrium; the com-
pletely and partially filled regions of the pore cor-
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p~

x.(P, R)= e(P —P.(R)) t (R)+ e(P.(R) P-)x(P, R) ~$),
(3. 61)

where e(x) = (1 for x & 0, 0 for x & 0} is the unit step
function, x(P, R) is the filling fraction used above,

p, (R) is the relative pressure at the instability for
given R, and v(R) is the number of particles in a
filled pore having radius R. Then, if s(R) is the
distribution function for pore sizes, the filling
fraction for all pores is

FIG. 6. Sorption isotherms for helium in pores of
radii A =AD and R =2RO.

x, (P) = dRs(R)x, (P, R) . (3. 62)

respond to the two coexisting phases. ) When x is
very near unity, it must turn sharply and proceed
almost horizontally to very near the point x= 1,
P = 1. This occurs for two reasons. First, the
pressure needed to build up even a thin planar film
on the outside of the Vycor is large. For example,
for a film thicknessd =40 A, and T =1 K, P'

= exp (—po. /ds) = 0. 982. Secondly, the number of atoms
involved in filling up the ends of the pores and in
depositing the planar film is quite small compared
to the number of atoms needed to fill the pores
(- 30/z of the Vycor volume is taken up by pores).

The pressure P corresponding to the stable
configuration is found from (3.60) with y=y„.
Since y &y, and since f(y)+R~/Roy decreases
monotonically from infinity at y = 1 to its minimum
aty=y„ it is clear that p &p, . Further, asP
is (except for end effects) independent of the posi-
tion of the curved interface, pores in this con-
figuration are filled or emptied at constant pres-
sure. Qn emptying, then, p must be reduced to

P before anything happens. At P, the pores
empty as the curved surface moves down. Final-
ly, when only cylindrical helium shells are left
with inner radii a, further desorption is governed
by (3. 60).

The curves for adsorption and desorption are
plotted in Fig. 6 for the case T=2.02 K correspond-
ing to the results of Brewer and Champeney. ' The
two cases R =R0 and R = 2R0 are shown to provide
some feeling for the dependence on R. Increasing
T has roughly the same qualita, tive effect as in-
creasing R.

2. A distribution ofpore radii

It is clear from Fig. 6 that a distribution of
pore sizes would smear out the rather abrupt char-
acter of the curves. Such smearing is observed
experimentally.

To include the effect of a distribution, we define
x, (P, R) as the filling fraction for the adsorption
branch in a pore of radius R at reduced pressure
P. Then,

Using (3. 61), this becomes
.z (p)

dR s(R) v(R)x.(P) =
a0

(3. 63)+
I

dRs(R)x(p, R) v(R) .
R (p)

Here, the critical radius R,(P) is the solution of

(3, 64)

R,(P) is a, monotonically increasing function of P
which approaches infinity as P -~. It is obtained
from (3. 60) and plotted in Fig. 7 for T = 2. 02 K.
We take v(R) = mLR', where L should be thought of
as an average pore length. Using the normaliza-
tion condition

CO

dR mLR s(R), (3. 66)

P (R (P))=P, (3. 68)

and plotted in Fig. 7. R„(P) appears because of
our assumption that a pore of radius R, on the de-
sorption branch, does not begin to empty until the
pressure reaches P (R).

Since there is no detailed information available
for s(R) in Vycor, we have carried out some cal-
culations assuming a Gaussian distribution:

s(R) = exp( —
~ [(R -R„)/A]~), (3. 69)

where R& is the average pore radius and & the
standard deviation. Both the adsorption curve
x,(p) and the desorption curve x (p) are plotted in
Fig. 8 for T = 2.02 K, R& = R0 = 29.4 A, and & = 0.2

(3. 63) becomes simply

Jo "~'dRR s(R)+ Js,(g&dRR s(R)x(P, R)
fo dRR s(R)

(3. 66)
This result holds on continuous filling from x = 0 to
x= 1. For continuous desportion, we use

f0~'~'dRR s(R)+ Js„o,&dRR sw)x(p, R)
f,"dR R's (~)

(3. 67)
where R„(P)&R,(P) is defined by
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~ tend merely to move the curves up or down with-
out changing the size of the hysteresis loop. An
asymmetric distribution minimizing the effect of
smaller pore sizes mould help matters.

To this point we have only discussed the cases
of continuous adsorption and desorption. It is of
interest to ask what happens if the pores are con-
tinuously filled up to some point x & 1 and then the
pressure is decreased. If P„ is the maximum pres-
sure reached, then the filling fraction mill be given
by

fs, (pg)dRR's(R)+ fs, &p, )dRR's(R)x(P, R)
fodR Ra s(R)

0 I.2 I I.4 8

&&80 = 5. 88 A. This dataof Brewer and Champeney"
for T = 2. 02 K are also plotted. We have not at-
tempted a detailed fit of the data using B„and &

as parameters, but the curves shown in Fig. 8
represent about the best that can be achieved with
the distribution (3.69). Changes in either R„or

FIG. 7. Metastable and critical radii, R~(p) and R~(p),
as functions of the reduced pressure p=—P/I', .

(3.VO)

until x~(P) reaches the desorption curve x (P), at
which point. this latter curve will be followed. The
reason for this is that the pressure in those pores
just becoming critical at p„must be reduced to that
value for which these pores would begin to empty
on desorption before regular desorption occurs for
all pores. The point of intersection with the de-
sorption curve is then x (P (R,(P~))). This situa-
tion is depicted in Fig. 8 for the case P„=0.50.

Measurements of this type for varying p„can in
principle be used to determine the distribution
s(R), given that the rest of the theory is correct.
In fact, from (3. 66) and (3.70) one finds

00

d
—[x,(p) —xg(p)] =R s(R) d [1—x(p, R)]

~

dR'R' s(R')
&0 P=Pg

z=z, Q&)

Unfortunately, the requisite measurements have not
yet been carried out.

E. Possible He surface superfluidity in cylindrical pores

It is well known' that there is a bound state for
a He' atom on a planar free surface of bulk super-
Quid He, and that this makes possible the exis-
tence of a two-dimensional Fermi liquid on the free
surface. The density, and hence degeneracy tem-
perature, of this liquid can be varied over a wide

range. The experiments of Eckardt et a/. ' indi-
cate that the effective interaction between the sur-
face He' quasiparticles is quite weak (the sign is
undetermined).

By analogy to the theory of Bardeen, Baym,
and Pines for He'-He quasiparticles in bulk mix-
tures of He in superfluid He, me can viem the in-
teraction between surface He' quasiparticles as the
sum of a repulsive, fairly short range, direct in-
teraction and an attractive, longer-range interac-
tion due to exchange of single He excitations. The
results of Eckardt et al. suggest that these two
effects approximately cancel for planar surfaces.

If, however, the He" s are adsorbed on the inner
surface of a He film in a cylindrical pore, the
situation may be quite different. The He excita-
tions are, as we have seen, drastically altered.
In particular, in the region of the instability [Eq.
(3.24)] the m = 0 ripplons become very soft. We

I.O—
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.8
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.5
4

ta of Ref. 25 (adsorption)

(desorption)

02

I—
I I I I I I I

0 .I .2 .5 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 I.O

p

FIG. 8. Pore radius averaged theoretical sorption
isotherms (solid lines) as compared with experimental
data of Ref. 25 for I'=2. 02 K. The mean radius is R&
=R0=29.4 A, and the distribution width A=0. 2RO= 5.88
A.
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suggest that this softening, which will enhance the
attractive part of the interaction due to single ex-
citation exchange might be sufficient to cause
superfluidity in the He' surface Fermi liquid. '

Qne way to observe the superfluidity suggested
here might be to look for rapid He concentration
equilibration between two different gaseous mix-
tures of He and He connected by a rod of porous
Vycor or a Nuclepore filter. Qther possibilities
might be to use NMR techniques (which have been
a primary diagnostic tool in the study of super-
fluid He') or the third-sound resonance technique
of Ref. 29 (which will show a, He' contribution only
if the He' is superfluid).

IV. PLANAR FILMS

82 82
K(r„ t) = —,+ ~ K(r„f) .

Bx

Letting

y(r) =e"' y, (z),

(4. 1)

(4. 2)

where q is a vector in the x-y plane, Eqs. (2. 14)
and (2. 15) yield

A. Spectrum

Consider a film of thickness 0 on a substrate
which occupies the half space z &0. Then the sur-
face curvature operator of Eq. (2. 10) satisfies

m=cq, qD«1,
c =-g(D)D .

(4. 7)

(4. 8)

These acoustic modes are called third sound in He
films. '~' In the opposite limit, /D» 1,

1+g/8 I
1 —I E

(4. 9)

Here we have defined lo = po s~/o = 2. 3 A ' and used
the fact that g/s'l «gD/s~«1 in this regime, for
films thicker that about 10 A. As discussed in
Sec. II, we are using a. hydrodynamic description
and cannot trust our results for large wave vector.
Thus we are concerned only with l & lo, and for this
case again find I =q. Then Eq. (4. 6a) yields

& '(q) =qt g(D)+ oq'/po] . (4. 10)

In practice, neither of the approximations (4.9)
and (4. 10) suffices for the temperature and thick-
ness regimes of interest. We display in Fig. 9 the
calculated values of ~(q) for the ripplons necessary
for determining low-temperature phenomena. For
large D the curves coalesce for q & 0.04 A ' to the
bulk incompressible capillary wave limit of Eq.
(4. 10), ~'= oq'/p, .

Note that the ripplon spectrum in planar geometry
possesses no instability comparable to that found

g+ —
g

—Q' pq 8 =0 (4. 3)

g(f+D)+ —q' — ' = ~' y, (K+D) . (4. 4)
pp d8 8 q+D

There are two possible forms for y, . The first,
called a ripplon because of its localization near the
surface, satisfies q2 —v~/s~—= l2& 0:

y, (s) = y, (e"+ e ") „ (4. 5)

where we have used the boundary condition q&, (z)
= 0 at the substrate. Prom this equation and the
interfacial condition (4. 4), evaluated for small
amplitude fluctuation g, we obtain the ripplon
eigenvalue equation

&u'(q) =l[g(D)+oq'/po] tanh(lD)

—(d/8 =I &0.
(4. 6a)

(4. 6b)

.2

It is easy to see that there exists a unique / value
which simultaneously solves these equations for
any fixed q. For ID «1, Eq. (4. 6) yields the rela-
tion

q' I+gD/s'r =
E 1 —oDI'/p, s' '

Por films thicker than about 10 A, gB«1, in which
case q / in the long-wavelength limit. Thus for
qD «1, we find from (4. 6):

I

0 .02 .04 .06
I I $ I I

.08 .I0 .I2 .IO .I6 JB

FIG. 9. Ripplon frequency as a function of wave vector
for planar films of thickness D. The spectrum has been
calculated for the case of helium on quartz, for which e
=1.6 x10 3~ ergcm3.
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in cylindrical geometry. One might anticipate such
an instability because a very thick film is thermo-
dynamically unstable relative to a nearly hemi-
spherical film which has a smaller surface area.
However, no instability occurs because the planar
configuration is stable with respect to small os-
cillations (those considered in the dynamics) and
the thermodynamic instability in global, involving
macroscopic deformation. An interesting aspect
of the problem is that this global instability is
manifested in a divergence of the total mean-square
surface fluctuation, obtained by summing over all
niodes. This instability is removed, however,
when the gravitational field is taken into account.

We can now proceed to discuss the case &u2/s2

—q -=k'&0. The solution of Eqs. (4. 3) and (4. 4)
with a va.nishing vertical velocity at the substra. te
is an oscillatory mode which we identify as a
phonon, since it extends throughout the film:

y, (z) = p, coskz,

uP(q, k) = —k [g(D)+ oq2/pa] tan kD,

cu/s —q =k &0.

(4. 11)

(4. 12)

(4. 13)

s [k„'(q)+q2]=s,q, ,

q, sin0, = q,

(4. 15)

(4. 16)

where s, and 0, are the speed and incident angle
of the phonons from the solid. Since s,» s, we

find

k„sin6, =s,q/s

By examining the q dependence of k„, it is possible
to show that for these experiments [q, = (10'—10 )
cm '], it is sufficient to determine k„at q = 0. We

In contrast to the ripplon case, there exists here
an infinite number of k values which satisfy Eqs.
(4. 12) and (4. 13) for any given q. From the prop-
erties of the tangent functions one finds that a
solution k„exists, —2'-nm&k„D &-,'(n+1) m, for each
odd integer n. For n» 1, the relation becomes
k„=nm/2D. In terms of the wavelength X= 2m/k,

D=4n~, odd n»1. (4. 14)

This corresponds to the free surface being an anti-
node of oscillation, the result one would expect for
a normal mode in the absence of our surfacebound-
ary condition.

There is special interest in the phonon modes
because Sabisky and Anderson ' ' and Blackford '
have explored them by measuring the loss of mono-
chromatic phonons incident on a helium film from
the substrate. Resonances were observed when

Eq. (4. 14) was satisfied to a rather good approxi-
mation. We next calculate the correction to this
equation for small n.

The matching equations at the solid-film bound-

ary are

obtain from (4. 12) and (4. 13) the wave vector at
the nth resonance,

k„(0)= (nm/2D)(1+ 4gD/n' s 2 ), (4. 18)

Calculations can be performed for several re-
gimes of interest. For low temperature, . we use
the numerical calculations of the ripplon spectrum
and the analytic expression for the phonons. For
intermediate temperature, 0. 5 & T & 1.2 (K), our
approximations for the spectrum are invalid, so
no reliable prediction is possible. For higher
temperature, 1.2 & T & 2, we can determine the
films's properties from an approximate form of
the spectrum at large q obtained via microscopic
theory of surface excitations. Finally, we are
able to derive analytic expressions in the thick-
film limit. In the present context, the measure
of thickness with which we compare is the phonon
thermal wavelength,

(4. 19)

Lo w temperature

We consider first the low temperature regime,
X»D. From Eq. (4. 13), the lowest phonon energy
is he, =@sk,(0) &bshe/2D, corresponding toq =0,
so the phonon contributions to the thermal prop-
erties is exponentially small at low temperature.
Because of this, the phonon contribution is negli-
gible relative to the ripplon contribution, which we

shall see has a power law dependence on T. Let
the frequency corresponding to the nth value of

k„be uF„= s2(k2+ f„q2), where k„=—k„(0), and n is
an odd integer. The energy is from Eq. (2. 17):

@'s (k + f q2)1 / 2(e Bhs)n (a ) —1)-1

Converting the sum over q to an integral, the up-

per limit of which we may take at low T to be infini-

ty,

E~=, Q f„' ' dx x (e"—1) ', (4. 20)

(4. 21)

Since x„=mXn/2D=29nA/DT» 1 at low T, only the
n= 1 term of the sum contributes, yielding

E~=—(A/2', P) k, e "~(1+2/x, + 2/x,') . (4. 22)

The specific heat (per unit volume) is, neglecting
terms of order x,2 and letting k, —= m/2D,

to lowest order in the second term in brackets.
This term is about 0. 05 for D =10 A, n=1, and
decreases rapidly with increasing D and n. Thus
one would expect significant deviation from the
relation (4. 14) only for very thin films. The avail-
able data do not extend into this regime.

B. Thermodynamic properties
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FIG. 10. Normal fluid fraction 10 p„jp in the ripplon-
dominated low temperature regime for planar films of
thickness D.

c,= (As' /16D T) e "l(1+3/xl) . (4. 23)

Finally, the normal-fluid density is from Eq.
(2. 18), after integrating over q,

p„= (h p/4liDX )p f; dx (Sx —x;)(e"—1) ' .
z xi

(4. 24b)
At low T, the i =1 term dominates the sum, so to
lowest order,

p„= (x, e "l/2nD p'h s )(1+ 3/x, + 3/x', ), (4. 25)

p„= (h 'p/4ilDX') p f, ' dx x (x' —x,') e"(x"—1) ' .

(4. 24a)

where v=Dn'~' ~D/3. 6 A is the number of "layers"
in the film, and e is the bulk density. Thus the
film specific heat is greatly enhanced over the
bulk result. Finally, the normal-fluid density is

p„= Sr(3)/27lDp'ff c (4. 30)

which varies as O'T .
As indicated above, these results are valid only

at very low T. As seen in Fig. 9, the spectrum
deviates from ~ = cq at wave vectors corresponding
to a rather low temperature. Over a limited re-
gime of higher temperature we can trust the cal-
culated spectrum (4. 6) and numerically integrate
to find the thermal properties, which remain rip-
plon dominated. The results for the normal-fluid
density and specific heat of a helium film on quartz
are shown in Figs. 10 and 11. Figure 11 also
shows the bulk specific heat, which is significantly
smaller. The bulk normal-fluid fraction is negli-
gible in the scale of Fig. 10. For T&0. 3 K, the
important regions of the ripplon spectrum are es-
sentially independent of D. Thus both c, and p„
vary inversely with D (see part 3 of this section).
In the very low temperature regime we revert to
the completely different behavior predicted by Eqs.
(4. 28) and (4. 30). Thus there is a, reversal of
the relative ordering of thick and thin films, al-
though this occurs at too low a temperature to be
evident in the specific-heat prediction of Fig. 11.

No presently available data ' are adequate to test

p„= (lie "l/8s pD')(1+ 3/x, + 3/x, ), (4. 26)

E = g(3)A/ll p' h c (4. 27)

where K(x) is the Riemann K function, and we have
let the upper limit of the q integral be infinity.
The specific heat is then

where in the last expression we let k„= ii/2D.
We turn to the ripplon contribution, which domi-

nates the low-T thermal behavior. At very low
temperature the characteristic wave vector satis-
fies qD «1 and the acoustic limit Eq. (4. 7) ob-
tains. The criterion is T«hc/Dks, which is about
0. 1 K for D = 20 A or 0. 01 K for D = 50 A. Then
using Eqs. (2. 17) and (4. 7), the energy is

3

CD

O
2

C3
CD

c,=Sf(3)ks T /7lDc h2 . (4. 28)

8 film b bulk (4. 29)

By Eq. (4. 8), c ~D, so the specific heat varies
as D, owing to the softening of the modes with in-
creasing D. The quadratic dependence on T cor-
responds to the two-dimensional character of the
modes. Comparing with the bulk specific heat,
which is determined at low T by the phonon contri-
bution, we find (for a, quartz substrate)

.2 .3 .4 .5
T (Kj

FIG. 11. Specific heat (per gram) at low temperature
for planar films. Also shown for comparison is the bulk
specific heat.
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Ku&,„=6,+@2(q —q~)3/2p, (4. 31)

We have fit several recent spectra ' with ~,
=6. 7 K, q~= 1.92 A ', p, ,=0. 12 m, and h, =8. 5 K,
@~=1.93 A ', p, =0.058 m4, respectively,

Padmore has applied the Feynman-Cohen
theory of three-dimensional helium to the two-
dimensional system. Although such excitations
may well be rather different from surface rotons in
a film, it is of interest to explore the comparison.
We fit his calculations for density e~ ' with ,
=9.25 K, q,0=1.74 A ', and p. ,=0.25m~. How-
ever, it should be noted that similar calculations
with Chester' for three-dimensional helium yield
& about 2 K higher than experiment and qo about
0.2 A ' lower. In view of both this and the results
of Edwards et al. ,

' it might be plausible to
assume the bulk roton parameters, p, = 0. 16 m4
and qo —-1.92 A, for the surface roton. Assuming
exp'» 1, where 6=PE, , the heat ca.pacity and
normal-fluid density are

C/a —= (q, /h) 5'e-'(a', i T/2m)"'[I+ 5-'+ 35 '],
(4. 32)
(4. 33)P„= (hqo/D)(pP/8m)' e ' .

Figure 12 is derived from the heat-capacity data
of Bretz. ' The important feature to note is that
the thick-film (v& 9) behavior is approximately that
of an equivalent amount of bulk fluid. The thin-
film heat capacity, however, tends asymptotically
to roughly a constant, independent of D. This is
reasonable evidence for negligible contribution of
the bulk rotons at small 8 and a residual surface
excitation contribution which does not depend sig-
nificantly on D.

Calculations using Eq. (4. 32) for the surface-ro-

the predictions of this section. Clearly, experi-
ments probing this regime would be of great value.

2. High temperature (T&1.2 K)

The thermal properties of bulk liquid helium at
high temperature are determined by the roton re-
gion of the spectrum, for which the energy is given
by her = &+A (q —qo) /2p, . It is reasonable to inves-
tigate the possible existence of an analogous mini-
mum in the spectrum of surface excitations at
large wave vector. Two pieces of evidence have
a bearing on this problem. Edwards, Eckardt,
and Gasparini ' have calculated the ripplon spec-
trum of the bulk liquid surface using a Hartree-
like theory. The large q spectrum depends sensi-
tively on a parameter characterizing the diffuse-
ness of the liquid-vapor interface. Reasonable
agreement with the measured surface tension can
be obtained with a variety of spectra, some of which
do possess a roton-like minimum. If we assume
such a surface roton exists, it may be parametrized
by a form

The parameter X/D was taken to be much greater
than one in Sec. IV 81, which permitted us to con-
sider only the lowest wave vector of perpendicular
motion, k~ = w/2D, in phonon calculations. For the

case of very thick films, the opposite limit X/D

«1 will obtain, even for relatively low tempera-
ture. In this case, sums over perpendicular modes

k„ in Eqs. (4.20) and (4. 24) will be well approxi-
mated by an integral over a continuous variable k,
as is conventionally performed for infinite systems.
Corrections to this integral are of the form l /D
raised to some power, and represent the change
in the particular function being computed on re-
ducing D from infinity to a finite value.

i,et us consider the sum in Eg. (4. 20) for the

phonon contribution to the energy

.20—

.I5—

C3
CL

.IO-C3

.05—

I I

4 5 6 7
I I

8 9 IO I I

Number Of Layers 2

FIG. 12. Circles are heat capacity (with first layer
subtracted) of He on graphite taken from data of Bretz
I,ef. 51) with dashed lines drawn to aid the eye. Solid
lines represent the heat capacity of an equivalent quan-
tity of bulk liquid helium, assuming the first two layers
do not contribute.

ton heat capacity show that 4, =2. 5 K is required
to explain the small-D asymptotic data of Fig. 12.
For such a small value, the approximation exp 5

» 1 becomes invalid. Furthermore, we would ex-
pect that regions of the spectrum far from Q'p would
contribute, and we do not know the details of ~(q).
We can conclude only that large-q surface excita=
tions probably explain the data, but these require
a more careful treatment than presently exists.

3. Very thick films
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S—= g ' dxx'(e" —1) ', x„=~nX/2D,
Odd fl & Xfl

(4. 34)

P g(x„) = (hx) ' dxg(x)+ g a,.(hx)'g,"' .
Odd fl odd i

(4. 35)
Here, bg =x„—x„z-»/D, the first three coeffi-
cients a; are calgulated in Appendix B, and

in which we assume f„=1. This is incorrect by a
few per cent for n = 1 and D = 10 A, and much less
for n & 1 and thicker films. In Appendix B, we show
that

where we use e~ »1. In this case the integral for
g satisfiesgo" = 0=go"', andgo"'= 32npqo exp( —npqo),
where the derivatives of g are with respect to l.
Using Eq. (4. 35), we obtain for the sum in Eq.
(4. 40)

dk
ll

dl (l' —k l) exp[- Pn (l —qo) ]
&0 ~A

+ as(m/D)' 32nPqo .
With negligible error we extend the lower limit of
the k integral to —~, which yields ,'2q—o(m/nP)' ',
and substituting the value of a5 from Appendix B we
find

~i) d'
g'0

dX g Q

(4. 36)

The first term on the right side of Eq. (4. 35) is the
bulk value, and the sum is the desired correction,
of which we determine the first finite term.

For the sum given in Eq. (4. 34), the functiong
is the integral. In this case g0= 0 and g0"'= 1. Thus
from Eq. (4. 25),

p„=hqo~(P p/18m')'12e 8 (1+ (D„/D) T '

x exp(- T„/T)], (4. 41)

E = (hs v 0/30~ ) l
1 —

384 p/D) ], (4, 38)

where A=AD is the volume occupied by the film.
The correction to the bulk is seen to be very small,
even if T is low and the film relatively thin. For
example, if T=O. 5 K andD =40 A, the correction
is less than 2/o.

We turn to the phonon contribution to p„. In this
case the integral in Eq. (4. 24) becomes

g(x) = 3 dyy (e' —1) ' —x dy (e' —1) ' .
(4. 39)

The first derivative of g vanishes at x = 0, but the
third derivative diverges as 2/x. We conclude
that the film correction term, relative to bulk, is
of order higher than (&/D)' and lower than (X/D)',
but are unable to establish its value.

Let us now consider the bulk roton contribution.
Taking l =k&+q and he(l)= Ayn(l —qo), where
n=-h /2p, we have from Eq. (2. 18)

p„= (Ph'/4')e ~

x g dl (l' —k', l) exp[- pn(l —qo)'],
odd i ~hi

(4. 40)

00 OO

dx dy y (e' —1) ' —5,'60 (»/D)',
mX

(4. 37)
using the coefficient a3 calculated in Appendix B.
The integral gives —,', &, so that, from Eq. (4. 20),
the thick-film phonon energy is

D =(31(v"/2k g')'~~h'q '/4p 320]'«= 1 8 A

(4. 42)

T„=h qo/2pks =160 K . (4. 43)

This length D„ is so small and T„so large that the
correction term in Eq. (4. 41) is negligible. We
conclude that the roton contribution to p„ is the
same for the film as for the bulk fluid. The same
result is found for the specific heat. In both cases
this behavior follows from the high characteristic
temperature T„and wave vector q0.

We observed, following Eq. (4. 10), that the
thick-film limit of the ripplons is a capillary-wave
spectrum, v = vq /po. Then in this regime, the
ripplon contributions to the thermodynamic prop-
erties are'~ (x = Ph+)

p„=Ph'4' dqq'e"(e" —1) 2,
44)&0

p„= 5P "'h "'(p, /o)"' f'(—,') K(—,')/18mD,

c,=7k' 'T4 'h '(p /o) 'f'(—,') r(,')/3mD . —
(4. 45)

These expressions assume validity of the hydro-
dynamic expressions to large q and thus are prob-
ably not correct for T ~0. 5 K. Note that even for
very thick films these contributions dominate the
bulk phonon term, which vary as p„~ T and c,o- T',
respectively.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Using the theory of quantum hydrodynamics we
have given a detailed analysis of the elementary
excitations and resultant thermodynamics of super-
fluid He in restricted geometries of two types,
cylindrical and planar. This analysis has consid-
erably clarified the role of size effects in such
systems, providing explicit criteria governing
various regimes of film temperature and thick-
ness. Further experiments, especially at low
temperatures and, for the cylindrical case, in
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more carefully controlled geometry, would provide
valuable tests of quantum hydrodynamics applied
to system s ' of reduced dimensionality.

The striking instability found in cylindrical pores
has led to the suggestion that a new type of super-
fluidity, for two-dimensional He systems on the
inner surface of He adsorbed in the pores, might
be possible. It should be pointed out that this
phenomenon, if it exists, would not depend critical-
ly on the details of pore geometry. Such an in-
stability, and its associated soft modes leading to
enhancement of the attractive part of the He'-He'

qua sip article interaction, depends only on the cor@-
petition between the substrate van der Waals force
and the films' surface energy. Since this force
will, by symmetry, vanish somewhere within any
pore, the existenc e of the instability is rather in.—

dependent of the details of pore shapes.
Finally, the instability and its associated meta-

stability have led to a new explanation of the hys-
4

te res is observed in sorption isotherm measure-
ments in porous media. Since our explanation de-
pends on the assumption that the film be metastable
along a portion of the adsorption curve, it cou).d
perhaps be tested by attempting to destroy the
metas tability.
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APPENDIX A

Here we sketch the calculation of the van der
Waals potential inside a cylindrical pore. From
(2. 21) and the discussion following it, we have,
taking into account the cylindr ical symmetry,

where y=-a/R. Using the identity3

z F(—„b;c;z)=——[z E(—„b;c;z)],y/2 5 2 d

the integral in (A3) is immediately done, yielding

U(a) = —(3vo'/2R')E( —,', —,'; 1; y3), (A4)

the result, (3.47), quoted in. the text.
It is convenient to have an expression for the

derivative of U(a) ~ Using the expression'

d ab—E(a, b;c;z) = —F(a+1, b+1; c+1; z),

we find

—U'(a) 45vng(a)-==
4R4 XF(-', 3; 2; X')

Vl 4

This can be written in the form
2

g(a)= R4 [I-y ] P„, 1

3W& 2 5/2 g 1+/
1 —y

(A5)

(A.6)

where P3/2 is an associated Legendre function.
To obtain explicit results for g(a) we have nu-

merically integrated the integral representation '

APPENDIX B: SUM FORMULA

Given a function g(x) which vanishes at inifinity,
the Euler -Mac Laurin formula gives the relation
between a sum and an integral in terms of deriva-
tive s of g at the lower limit

P3/3(z) = —
I

[z+ (z' —1)' cos(()]' 'cosydy .
271 ~Q

(A7)
Further numerical integration yields U(a). The
limit of g(a) for a near R is most easily found by
using (A7). From the result, (3. 48) is immediately
obtained.

6 ~ 00 2' 00

U(a)= ——
l~

d4 4', d8' dz'
~ R & Q ~00

x[3'' +z' +a —2a)''cos6'] '
B=— ' dxg(x) =h[ —3'g, +g3+g3+ ~ ~ ~ ]

&Kg

1 @2g(1) ~b4g(3) h6g(6)/6 ( 42 (Bl)

Q

dx[1+2bcosx+b ] '=((E(v, v; 1;b ),
where F is a hypergeometric function. Hence (Al)
becomes

U(a) = — dx), 4F ('„—,'; 1; (a/3 )') . (A—2)
~ R

Making the change of va, riables z = (a/4')3, we write
(A2) as

9m&
U(a)= —,~ dz vz E(-,', —,'; 1;z),

~ Q

00 5f

dh'4, '
I d8'[x' +a —2a4" cos6']'

J p

(Al)
But, for (b) & 1,

Here we treat the special case of x„=-,' nh, where
n is an odd integer, and use the notation

(p) d
g; =g(x;), g;"=—.d""

Our goal is to derive an equation differing from
(Bl) in that the lower limit of the integral is zero,
the factor g, in brackets is multiplied by one rather
than one half, and the derivatives of g are evaluated
at x = 0. We need the following equations:

a'= [ dxg(x)
Jp

=B+ ~ dx [g, +g,"'(x —x,)+ —,'g,' '(x -x,) + ~ ~ ],
Jp

B —B+ 2kgg —Sk gg +~A, gg
1 I 2 (1) 1 3 (2)
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384 @ gl +3840 g1 g1 ~6'~ )2 +

(1) (1) 1I (2) lI2 (3) 1 I3 (4) 1 I4 (5), , ~+1 go + 2 go + 8 +0 + 48 ~0 + 384 +0 +

(2) (2) 1 h (3) 1 h2 (4) ~h3 (5)
+1 —+0 + 2 go + 8 ~0 +48 go + ' ' '

(3) (3) x (4) 1 2 {5)-go +2&go +8& Zo +'' '
~

Combining these with (Bl), we obtain the desired
result,

Q g;=h ' dxg(x)+ —,',kg,"' —57'eo 7h'g,"'
odd i ao

(4) (4) &
y

(5)—go +z go + + 31k go /967680+ ~ ~ ~ (B2)
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